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EXAMINATION RESULTS
OF FIRST SEMESTER
Waterloo

Mr. B. W. Grigg Delivers Address damonium. Milton uses here a mixOn "Paradise Lost"
ture of the horrible and the beautiful such as no other writer has ever
The outstanding feature of the used. The universe was established
regular meeting of the Athenaeum to produce souls that might populate
held in the Chapel on the evening the spaces made in Heaven by the
on February 3rd was the instructive, expulsion of lucifer and his host.
interesting and inspiring address of Lucifer, the ruler of hell, decided to
Mr. B. W. N. Grigg of Waterloo. come to earth and there prevent the
The subject of his address was the souls from filling up the gaps left
Sin becomes the lover
masterpiece of not only English lit- in Heaven.
erature but all literature —John Mil- of Lucifer, or as we say, Satin,
ton's "Paradise Lost." The speaker and their child was- Death.
The rest of the poem is a story>
opened" his address with a brief history of the times and character of of the human race from the present,
John Milton. He stated that Mil- and from the present to the conton wrote during the most wicked summation of all things. It is in
and troubled period in English his- this connection that Milton brings
tory. This condition is continually in the greatest thought of all thinkreflected in the great poem. Milton ers on religion, namely; that the
himself was very highly educated Fall of Man has opened to us the
and one of the most diligent stu- heart of God and there are possibilidents of the world. Paradise Lost ties presented to us that might never
indicates his great knowledge. What have been presented had man not
Cromwell could not do with his fallen. In Milton's conception we
(Continued on Page 3.)
mighty sword, he was able to accomplish with the public
opinion
established by the writings of Milton.
Mr. Grigg then proceeded to speak
of the poem itself. It is an epic of
11,000 lines with Satan as the hero,
although a villianous one.
It is J.
Walter Goos Elected President
not. the epic of a nation, as might
be expected, but an epic of the
The semi-annual meeting of the
universe itself. In Milton's concepGermania Verein was held on Thurstion all space was divided into two day evening, February 10, in the
distinct parts. The upper half — chapel.
heaven with all its harmony, was
The meeting was opened with the
separated from the lower half—the old favorite student song "Gaudearaw material of worlds, by, the floor mus Igitur," after which the minof heaven. In this beautiful, joy- utes of the last meeting were read
ful heaven Lucifer governed one- and adopted.
third of the angelic host. However,
The secretary then gave a report
there was a time when the proclam- of the work done in the society
ation was made that God was going during the) last semester. The memto send forth His Son, which act bers and especially Dr. Schorten
brings to our
attention Milton's were very well pleased with the
conception of Christ being born in work done by the society.
Paradise. Lucifer became very jealThe chief items on the programs
ous on account of this and thus ac- have been speeches, readings, recitacording to the poem, the first of all tions, musical numbers and debates.
sins was jealousy.
This jealousy
During November the society had
was followed by war in Heaven and a real treat on the program, that
Lucifer with his followers drew of a Pennsylvania
Dutch debate
away.
The rebellious angels were which brought the house down with
driven to the brink of Heaven and laughter. This was the second dethrust into the abyss. For nine days bate given in Pennsylvania Dutch
they fell. It is now that God makes since the Germania was formed and
the universe, in the centre of which the attendance at those meetings
is a tiny speck—the earth. Down showed how the members appreciate
much lower than this an inferno a little deviation from the strict
is created for the abode of Lucifer high German language.
and those who followed him. Mr.
Dr. Schorten then made a few reGrigg read the description of the marks commenting upon the work
palace of the damned souls—Pan(Continued on Page 7.)

REV. C. H. LITTLE, B.A. D.D
Professor of Dogmatics in the Evangelical Lutheran Seminary and Lecturer in Religious Knowledge in
Waterloo College, who has been elected a member of the Senate of
the University of Western Ontario.
(Dr. Little's biography appears on
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SEMI ANNUAL MEETING
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SOPHOMORES HOLD
CLASS BANQUET
Class '29 Enjoy Squab Dinner

I

"Hermie" Wagner's dining room
lat Bridgeport was the scene of the
most successful class function of
the year. Arts '29 attended 'tout a'
fait' and all returned looking for
ward to similar enjoyable meetings
in the future.
The 'piece dc resistance' had, on
the strict orders of the proprietor,
been ordered far enough in advance
so that they could be hatched at
the strategic moment. This fact
may perhaps explain the excellence
of the repast. If Dean Potter ever
considers putting on a course in
eatmoregy, he will find a body of
capable
assistants in '29.
i
After the pangs of hunger, which
had been made fiercer by the fresh
breezes which flowed through the
Bridgeport trolley, were allayed, tne
noise of eating gave way to the
| more musical sounds of the orators.
The president of the class called
on the honorary president to tell
a few of his reminiscences in the
land of beer and schnapps where
he visited last summer. Dr. Schorten
in his pleasing manner spoke of
his experiences of the last summer
while travelling in Germany.
Dean Potter was then given an
opportunity to vent his opinions on
his favorite subject, "The Dictatorship of the Proletariat." Considering the profundity of the subject,
he found a body of earnest listeners
and '29 feel proud that they were
the first class able to enjoy this
intellectual treat.

I

The results of the Mid-Year examinations as published by the Registrar are as follows;
(A, 70%; B, 60%; C, 50%; D,
Probation, standing depends upon
results of Second Semester Examination; D, 40—49% entitles the
student to a re-examination.
The numbers refer to the listing
of Courses in the College Announcement. Consult Announcement for
content of any course.
Only the courses in which a student has secured credit or a reexamination are listed. Complete
failures are not listed.)
SPECIALS
Bald, Chemistry 11, D. Probation;
Bossenberry, English 12, C; Gordier,
Chem. 11, A; Ludolph, Rel. Know.
47, C; Rel. Know. 48, B; Hist. 40,
B; Phil 39, B; Hebrew, 19, B.
SENIORS
Baetz, Eng. 40, A; Eng. 41, A;
Hist. 40, A; Hist. 42, A; Greek 49,
A; Hebrew 19, A; Religious Knowledge 47, A; Rel. Know. 48, A. Datars,
Eng. 40, C; Eng. 41, C; Hebrew 19„
B; Greek 49, B; Chem. 11, C; ReL
Know,
47,
A;
Know,
Rel.
Kappes, Hist. 40, B;
48,
B.
Eng. 40, B; Eng. 41, B. Keffer, Eng.
40, A; Eng. 41, A; Hist. 40, A;
Hist. 42,' B; German 10, B; Greek
49, B; Hebrew 19, A; Rel. Know.
47, A; Rel. Know. 48, A. Klinck,
Eng. 40, A; Eng. 41, A; Hist. 40,
A; Hist. 42, A; Greek 49, A; Rel.
Know. 48, A; Eng. 31, A. Lotz,
Continued on Page 3
The programme continued with
A. Herbert and E. Hallman speaking on the history and future of
the class. Both speakers were excellent although bordering at times
on subtle flattery.
The "wow" of the evening was
the sing-song with Dr. Schorten at
the piano. Since the ladies were
conspicuous by their aosence, there
was an overflow of masculine voices
which echoed throughout the inn.
When the vocal muscles became
equally as strained as those of the
digestion, the gathering broke up
but not, however, before they expressed their appreciation to "mem
Wirt," H. Wagner, for the excellence of everything which had been
provided. Auf Wiederschen 'Hermie,'
we hope to meet again.
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The Athenaeum Society has been
very fortunate during the present
school year in having several outside speakers give addresses on literary subjects. Because of the high
grade of the speakers secured by

the executive, the Society has invited the students of the other deparements of the institution to attend the lectures. We hope that
in the future, if the Society is fortunate enough to have any such
prominent speakers address it, ail
the students of the institution will
take advantage of such opportunities.
A good attendance will also show
the speakers that we, as students,
are at least interested in some subjects which are worthy of our in-
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OUR ATTITUDE
The attitude of Premier King in regard to his policy against any Last week Mr. B. W. N. Grigg
gave us an address
on Milton's
intervention in China is to be commended. Canada is and ever poem "Paradise
.Lost." (Has lecture
should remain one of the leading countries in advocating non-inter- is reported in another part of this
ference in the affairs of other nations. Canada so far has realized edition). Mr. Griggg is a noted
her duty and when necessary she has acted and given her very life- Twin City authority on English litHis lecture was of great
blood for a cause she deemed just. If China today were to become erature.
educational value and we feel that
WHITE
—|
I
a world menace, Canada would not hesitate in sending her contin- any student of English literature
gents as quickly as possible to check the rising flood of Chinese im- who did not hear Mr. Grigg, has
perialism. Yet China at present is only trying to secure control of missed an opportunity of advancing
her own destiny, and as long as China adheres to this policy Canada his knowledge and appreciation of
RYE
has no quarrel with her. Canada is a young country burdened with a Milton's great poem.
heavy debt, and in spite of her vast and rich natural resources she The old saying that "It is an ill is the best baked in the Twinnobody good" has
will be unable to pay it for generations. Yet Canada does not com- wind that blows
City, Pure that's sure.
been
proved true. The
once more
plain for she feels that hers was a worthy cause. So the greatest dis- lack
of snow has been very unpleaaster which could befall Canada in her present condition, just sant for many students who have Phone 317.
Waterloo
when things are beginning to brighten, would be if she were to be- anticipated many good snow-shoeing
come involved in a foreign war, it would spell immediate ruin. and skiing parties during this winToo long China has been the private poaching grounds of foreign ter; but on the other hand, the work
>
manager had had little trouble in I
nations, it is high time that they realize that China has grown and keeping
YOU'RE
NEXT!
the ice clean on our rink,
is no longer a sleeping giant, but is a real nation. As Canada the janitor has had no cause to lose
E. GINGERICH, Waterloo.
has never tried to obtain privileges in China she will take no sleep in thinking how he might keep
Commercial Hotel Barber
driveway
open,
and
there
were
the
settlement,
strictly
the
but
hold
aloof
and
adhere
to
a
in
will
Only Soft Water Used
part
snowy days when our
only
a
few
policy of non-interference.

t

KEEP FIT

Dean did not have sufficient confidence in the ability of his Cleveland
to attempt driving over the unknown
depths of our campus road.

Bread

THE CITY SHOE REPAIR
for

Best Work and Lowest Prices.
In the year 1920, when the influenza was sweeping the country, one of Canada's outstanding athletic coaches told the boys on
Paul Schenkel, 80 King St. S.
In this issue the examination re1926-27
the
first
semester
his track team that anyone taking sick with the "flu" should be sults of
WATERLOO.
published. It is the intention
are
ashamed of himself, He outlined a health programme —plain sub- of the authorities to announce in
stantial food, plenty of regular exercise, and daily baths. Out of a future years all reports of scholastic I
—I
When in Waterloo
track team of fifty boys there were only four who were sick with the standing in the columns of the Cord.
This means that both students as
EAT
"flu".
parents or guardians
well
as
their
at the
There have been a number of our students who have had to J will not receive the usual examinaCITY CAFE
miss lectures this year because of sickness. Much of this sickness is tion report cards but will find the
King St. N., Waterloo.
what might be termed unnecessary sickness; that is if the student results in the College Cord.
had taken proper care of himself he might have been as well and The professors as well as the
fit as one could wish to be. Many of our students attend lectures, students both extend their sincere
of the other Professors will be pubeat, and sleep in the same building. Going up and down a few sympathy to Mrs. H. Henkel, wife
succeeding issues. Dr. Litrecent lished in
flights of stairs is all the exercise they get in a day. No wonder of Professor Henkel, in herway
misfortune. While on the
to tle is a senior member of our SemI
they feel "dopey".
inary and College staff and is this
call on one of her friends Mrs. HenI
year
celebrating his tenth annivera
week
Physical
Training
Our curriculum calls for two hours of
kel fell, due to the icy condition
as a member of the faculty.
for students of the Freshman and Sophomore years; but this is not ,of the sidewalk, and as a result of sary biographies
The
of the other prosufficient. It is the duty of every student to take his regular exercise. the fall, broke one of her legs in fessors will be published in order
two places. We wish her a speedy
He owes this duty to his school, his church, his country, himself recovery!
of their time of service here. The
make
use
of
the
Therefore,
students,
gymnasas
and his future.
Rev. Dr. H. Schorten's as well as
C.
Little
that of the Rev. E. Neudoerffer haveto
take
a
forget
shower after you The biography of Dr. H.
ium and its equipment; and don't
appears in this issue. Biographies appeared in former issues.
have done your daily dozen.
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Examination Results
(Continued from Pag-e 1.)
Eng. 40, B; Eng. 41, B; Hist. 40,
A; Hist. 42, B; Chem. 11, C; Greek,
49. C;
Rel. Know. 47, 'B;
Rel.
48,
Know.
B. Miller, Eng. 40, A;
Eng. 41, A; Hist. 40, A; Schultz,
Garnet, Eng. 40, A;
Eng. 41, A;
Hist. 40, A; Hist. 42. A; Greek, 49,
A; Hebrew 19, A; Rel. Know. 47,
A; Rel. Know. 48, A. Stoskopf, Eng.
40 D Probation, Hist. 40, B; Rel.
Know. 47, B; Rel. Know. 48, B.
Greek 49, B.
JUNIORS
Ahrens, Eng. 22, A; Eng. 30, A;
Eng. 31, A; Rel. Know. 29, A; Hist.
30, A; Political Economy, 20 A;
Phil. 21, A; Phil. 39, B; French,
20, A. Bretzlaff, Latin 20, D; English, 30, C; Rel. Know. 39 B; Phil.
30, A; Phil. 21, B; Phil. 39, B. Cunningham, Eng. 30, A; Eng. 31, A; Hist. 30,
A; Hist. 20, B; Pol. Ec. 20, B;
Phil. 21, B; Phil. 30, B; Phil. 39
B; Rel. Know. 39, B. Hagey, Gerald,
Eng. 30, B; Eng. 31, A; Hist. 20,
B; Hist. 30, A; Pol. Ec. 20, B; Phil.
21, A; Phil. 30. A; Phil. 39, B; Rel.
Know. 39, A. Heldman, Eng. 30, A;
Hist. 30, A; Pol. Ec. 20, B; Phil.
21, B; Phil. 30, A; Hist. 20, A;
Phil. 39, A; German 30, B. Kalbfleisch, Eng. 30, A; Hist. 20. A; Hist.
30, A; Pol. Ec. 20, B; Phil. 21, A;
Phil. 30, A; Phil, 39, A; German
30, A. Lossing, Eng. 30, B; Pol.
Ec. 20, B; Phil. 21, C; Phil. 30, B;
Phil. 39, C; Rel. Know. 39, A;
German, 10, B. Misch, Eng. 30, D
Probation; Pol. Ec. 20, C; Phil. 21,
C; Phil. 30, C; Phil. 39, B; German,
30, A. Monk, Eng. 30, D Probation;
Hist. 30, D Probation: Pol. Ec. 20,
C; Phil. 21, C; Phil. 30, B; Phil. 39,
C; Greek, 10, A; Rel. Know, 39, B;
Schweitzer, Eng. 30, A; Eng. 31,
A; Hist. 30, A;
Phil. 21, A;
Phil, 30, B.; Phil. 39, A; German
20, A; Latin 20, B. Shelley, Eng.
30. A; Hist. 30, A; Pol. Ec. 20, B;
Phil. 21, B; Phil. 30, A; Phil. 39, C;
German 20, A. Wagner, Eng. 30, A;
Hist. 20, A; Hist. 30, A; Pol. Ec.
20, B; Phil. 21, A; Phil. 30, A;
Phil. 39, A; German 30, A.
SOPHOMORES
Goos, J. W. Latin 10, B; Hist.
29, A; Eng. 21, B; Eng. 22, B;
Rel. Know. 29, A; Greek 10, A.
Hagey, Louis, Eng. 21, A; Eng. 22,
A; Eng. 30, A; Latin 20, A; Rel.
Know. 29, A; Hist. 29, A; German
10, A; French 20, A; Math. 20, A;
Phil. 21, A. Hallman, Chem. 11, C;
Hist. 29, B; Eng. 20, A; Eng. 21,
A; Eng. 22, B; Rel. Know. 29, A;
Greek 10, B; History 20, A; Herbert,
A. D. Eng. 20, C; Eng. 21, A; Eng.
22, B; Latin 20, B; German 10, A;
French 20, D; History 29, B; Chem.
11, D Probation; Rel. Know. 29, A.
Herbert, J. C. Latin 10, A; Chem.
11, D Probation,
German 10, B;
Eng. 22, C; Eng. 21, B; Hist. 29, C;
Rel. Know. 29 A. Roberts, Latin
20, A; Chem. 11, B; German 10,
B; Eng. 30, B; Eng. 21, A; Eng.

22, A; Hist. 29, B; Math. 20, A;
Phil. 21, A.
Eng.

Ruppel, Eng. 21,

A;

ANNUAL PRAYER DAY
FOR COLLEGES FEB. 27

Doersam's
Bookstore

Sunday, February 27th, has been

22, B; Eng. 30, B; Hist. 29,
set aside as a special day of prayer

A; Hist. 30, A; French 20 D; German 30, A; Phil. 21, A; Pol. Ec.
20, B; Rel. Know. 29, A. Scheifele.
Greek, 1, A; Hist. 20, B; Hist. 29
A; Pol. Ec. 20, B; Eng. 20, C;
Eng. 21, B; Eng. 22, C; Phil. 21,
A; Rel. Know. 29, A.
Schmidt,
Latin 10; D. Probation; Eng. 21,
B; Eng. 22 C; Rel. Know. 29, A;
Hist. 29 C; German 10, A; Greek
10, D; Chem. 11 B. Weir, Eng. 21,
B; Eng. 22, B; Rel. Know. 29, A;
Hist. 29, B; Chem. 11 D Probation;
German 10, C; French 20, D Probation; Math. 10 B. Zilliax, Eng.
21, A; Eng. 22, B; Eng. 30, B;
Rel. Know. 29, A; Hist. 30, A; German 10 B; French 20, B; Pol. Ec.
20, B; Phil. 21, A; Hist. 29, A.
FRESHMEN
Barclay, Eng. 10 C; Eng. 11, A;
Eng. 12, A; Latin 10, A; Rel. Know.
19, A; Chem. 11, B; French 10,
B. Breithaupt, Eng. 10, C; Eng. 11,
A; Eng. 12, B; Latin 10, B; French
10, C; Chem. 11, C; Rel. Know.
19, B; Math. 10, C; Buehlow, Greek,
1, D. Probation; Latin, 10, A; Eng.
10. A; Eng. 11, A; Eng. 12, A; French
10, B; Rel. Know. 19, A. Crouse, Eng.
10, A; Eng. 11, A; German 1, A;
Math. 10, C; Chem.
11, C; Rel.
Know. 19, A. Heckendorn, Eng. 19.
B; Eng. 11, A; Eng. 12, A; German
10, A. Loth, Eng. 10, B; Eng. 11,
A; Eng. 12, A; Chem. 11, C; German, 10, A. McLennan, Eng 10, B;
Eng. 11, A; Eng. 12 A; Latin 10,
B; Math. 10, A; Rel. Know. 19, A;
Chem. 11, B; French, 10, B; Myra,
Eng. 10, A; Eng. 11, A; Eng. 12.
A; Math. 10, B; Rel. Know. 19, A;
Chem. 11, A; French 10, A. Orth,
Eng. 10, C; Eng. 12, C; Math. 10,
C; Latin 10, B; Greek 1, A. Schaus,
Eng. 10, A; Eng. 11, A; Eng. 12,
A; Latin, 10, A; Math. 10, A; Rel.
Know. 19, A; Chem. 11, B; French,
10 A; German 10 A.
Commenting on the results, Dean
Potter remarked that they are very
gratifying and
compare favorably
with the results at University College. At University College 55 percent of the students passed in all
subjects whereas at Waterloo College 66.6 percent passed in all subjects. The Senior class has the best
record, 88.8 percent of the students
in that class passed in all subjects.
The Sophomore Class has the poorest
standing, only 46.1 percent of that
class passing in all subjects. The
percentages in the Junior and Freshmen Classes are 66.6 percent and
70 percent respectively. Four Seniors and one Sophomore have the
distinction of obtaining A's in all
their subjects. The forty-eight students in the College wrote a total
students
of 366 papers. Sixteen
failed to secure credit in one or
more papers, making a total of
thirty-seven such papers. Thus the

for Colleges and Seminaries.
Of
course the students of our Colleges
and Seminaries should always be
included in our prayers but on this
day especially set aside
by
the
Lutheran Church we should ask our
Heavenly Father to bestow His
richest blessing upon the students
and professors and all who are associated with the work of furthering
His Kingdom through His institutions of learning. The students and
professors of Waterloo College and
Seminary are in need of your prayers. Will you remember them? Of
the pastors we request that they
avail themselves of the opportunity
and with their congregations raise
their voices to God thanking Him
for what He has done for our institution and asking Him for a continuance of blessing.

Athenaeum Hears Address
are

Continued from Page 1

poised between two great spirit-

ual worlds. We have beneath us
of souls pulling us down,
but stronger than these are the souls
upward.
pulling
The
Redeemed
Church will All the spaces in Heaven. The speaker claimed that this
poem, as is shown by our daily experience, is as true as true can be.
In closing Mr. Grigg expressed his
hope that we might rind, through the
work of Jesus Christ, Paradise Regained and not Paradise Lost.
This speech won the hearty applause of the students and a vote
of thanks was extended to Mr. Grigg
for his excellent address. Many of
the students doubtlessly had never
read Paradise Lost, but it is a certainty that few will not take the
first opportunity they have of doing
so after the delightful way in which
Mr. Grigg showed the greatness,
the loftiness and the beauty of this
myriads
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PLANZ'S
For

Ice Cream, Candy, Pastry,

Tobacco, Chocolates,
Drinks and Lunches

164 King St.

-

Waterloo.

FOR SALE
Winston's Cumulative
Loose
Leaf Encyclopedia, with revisions to 1930, 10 volumes; very
reasonable.
Apply 'Rev. C. P.
389
Christiansen,
Woodvine Ave.,
Toronto-8, Ontario.

The

poem.
average shows that the entire student body passed in 89.9 percent jf
the papers written.
As a result of these final examin-

ations

nine students have been
on probation and two students have been dropped automatically because they failed to secure
credit in at least 50 percent of the
work in which they were registered.
This is in accordance with the following rule:
"Any student who at
the midyear examinations of any
year fails to get credit for one-half
of the work for which he is registered will be automatically dropped
from the University for the second
term of that year, but may re-register for the following winter session.
Such students will get no credit for
the part of his woi'k successfully
carried in the first term."
placed

Have It
See

JANZEN
OPTICAL
CO.
KITCHENER
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Seminary News
A. MEHLENBACHER
Reporter.

DR. WILLISON ATTENDS
CONFREENCE IN U.S.A.
Moral

"THE COLLEGIANS"
Series
Are Being Shown Again

Social Welfare Committee
Meets In Philadelphia

And

Gone but not forgotten—Dr. Zinck.
During the past week Dr. WilHere but still forgetting—The Stulison,
Professor of English and Redents.
gistrar of Waterloo College, attended
SEMINARIANS SOCIETY
a meeting of the Moral and Social
To those of you who have been Welfare Committee in the United
members of that most august So- Lutheran Church of America held
ciety of Seminarians, we would not in the Muehlenburg Building, Philahave you ignorant concerning its delphia.
Dr. Willison is the Canadian repactivities. As in the past, the
resentative
on this Committee, which
weighty and ponderous questions
to
do with questions of marwhich naturally emanate from fertile has
cravia, await discussion pending the riage and divorce and social probannual meetings. However, the great- lems of every kind.
WT hile in the city of Philadelphia,
er part of its life, this body seemeth
ever to have been characterized by he visited the City Hall Tower,
a marvelous unfetterea silence im- which is five hundred feet above
peded only by its natural inertia. the level of the street. This tower
We hold out bright hopes for its is of great interest because on it
future.
is a statue of William Perm weighing five hundred pounds, who was
The pulpit supply work for the the founder of Pennsylvania. He
past few weeks has been conducted also visited the Independence Hall
as follows.
and was in the room where the
At Sherwood and Unionville, Feb- Declaration of Independence was
ruary 6th, Dr. Willison; February signed.
13, G. Ernst.
Dr. Willison stated that the fine
At Guelph, February 16th, Rev. weather and picturesque scenes addE. Neudoerffer; February 13th, Dr. ed much to the enjoyment of his
Little.
trip.

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

I

CAPITOL

Two Weeks

In Affiliation with the University of Western Ontario
an
As
affiliated College of the University of Western Ontario,
WATERLOO COLLEGE offers a General Arts Course leading to
the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
WATERLOO COLLEGE aims to develop Christian men. The
prevailing iufluences are such as tend not only to develop the
greatest possible individuality and the highest manhood of the
student, but also lead young men to a full realization of their personal responsibilities and to fit them for worthy lives of useful
service.
For further information apply to:REV. N. WILLISON, 8.A., LITT. D., Registrar.

Waterloo College, Waterloo Ontario.

BUSY BEE

Dainty Light Lunches, Ice Cream and Homemade Candy.

H. F. DELION.

42 King St. E.

Kitchener.
-■

THE COSSMAN HAYUNGA
MISSIONARY SOCIETY
W!e are pleased to note that many
services have been obtained for the
next month in the different churches
of our Synod. For the benefit of
those who are unacquainted with
the activities of this body, we would
give you a short sketch of the origin of its name, its purpose and its
work.
In the year 1835 the Rev. Carl
Ernest Cossman, known as the
Patriarch of Lutheranism in Nova
Scotia, came to our country. The
history of his life from that time
until his death in 1897 is one of the
annals of
glorious pages in the
Lutheranism.
His spirit
Canadian
of self-sacrifice, his great love for
his church and his surprising endurance endeared him to the hearts of
all with whom he came in contact.
His was a glorious ministry.
The name Hayunga became connected with the Canadian Lutheran
Church in the year 1826. From that
year until his death in 1872 he served
the Lutheran Church in the St. Lawrence Valley. His work is a portrayal of many grave discouragements and continual opposition not
without, however, many blessings
and a final victory for the faith of
his fathers.
To a great extent it is to these
two men that we owe the present
thriving condition of our church in
those respective fields.
In years past the professors and
students of our Seminary at Waterloo saw the need of a mission-

ary society at our school and upon
organization of the same, named it

after those two great men, Cossman
and Hayunga. As in the past the comgregations within reasonable distance have been approached by this
body to present the great mission
cause of our church. So today we
come to you with a still bigger and
more urgent appeal. If you have
never been visited by any of our
students presenting their cause, or
if you welcome us yearly, write
as immediately and we will endeavour
to make arrangements to suit your
requirements.

Address all correspondence to Mr.
Albert Lotz care of Seminary at
Waterloo, or to A. Mehlenbacher, care
of Seminary at Waterloo.

OUR SEMINARY FACULTY

Beginning with the second semester our Theological Faculty finds itself again reduced to three professors. Much doubling up and added
lecture hours was found necessary
to continue to the end of the school
year. We only wish to announce
that they have cheerfully accepted
the added responsibility and are
holding the old fort in great style.
This spirit should be a source of
inspiration for us whom they teach.
It is also a lesson which we might
well carry into practical life, viz.,
that a cheerful acceptance of added
duties lightens the otherwise seemingly impossible burdens.
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"A Gold And Maroon Victory"
College

Wins

League

Basketball

Game

A new ship never goes anywhere
and never makes a name for herself until some one, preferably a
fair young damsel, breaks a bottle
of champagne over the prow. We
are unable to verify the report that
our basketball team has had the
ordeal of a similar ceremony but
they certainly have made a name
for themselves.
On Saturday, February sth, our
boys had an encounter with the
team of the United Brethren church,
known as the. U.B. With Lautenthe U.B.s put
schlager playing
strong
up a
team, and it was nip
and tuck throughout both periods. The
first period ended 4 to 8 against us
but immediately upon the opening
of the second half our boys showed
their stuff and in a few moments
of fast play had the score 8 to
9. Haas was then granted a foul
and caging it neatly, tied the game.
If any one of the boys can be sinwe
gled out for special mention,
would favor Stoskopf. Mike played
a whale of a game and broke the
tie by a wonderful shot from the
corner of the floor to the left of
the basket, so far up as' to be unable
to play it off the boards. With the
score 10 to 9 our boys romped along
getting four more points and allowing the U.B.s but three. Bretzlaff
and Haas played an exceptionally
fine defence. Hagey and Heckendon
played nicely on the forward line
and the cross combination worked
well.
Orth substituted for Bretzlaff when the latter had to seek
the bench because of too many perHowever the game was
sonals.
clean and the fact that there was
no player reprimanded speaks well
for the sportsmanship of both teams.
The lineup was as follows:
Waterloo College: M. Stoskopf,
Hagey, Heckendon, Bretzlaff, Haas,
Orth.
United Brethren: Lautenschlager,
Buchanan, Woolner, Deedles, Dowsett, Woolner.
Referee: C. Weber; umpire: R.
Knight.

At last the basketball jinx has
been smashed. We hope that this
is only a beginning of a long string
of victories. The new blood on the
team has worked a big difference.
The relaxation from the examinations may also have had a helpful

effect.

BASKETEERS OUTLUCKED
AGAINST ZION
School

Misses Many Chances
Even Score

To

"We have a sad story to tell you,
A story we don't like to tell."
The gold and maroon suffered a
defeat at the hands of Zion's quintet
on Saturday evening. The game
from the spectators' point of view
was devoid of thrills. The checking
on both teams was of the holding
variety and the referee could not
seem to check it. Zion was without
their 225 pound scoring ace in the
person of "Pa" Schroeder and accordingly determined to play a strong
defensive game. Credit must be
given to Bretzlaff, Haas and Baetz
for the splendid game they played
on the defence for the school.
However if they had opened up
the game, they would have made way
for some of the school's combination which was sadly lacking since
most of the points were scored .on
individual efforts. The outstanding
defect was the inability of the players to get rid of the ball quickly
and to break " equally as fast from
a defensive to an offensive style
of play.
The Play
Mike took the toss and play started in direction of the Zion basket.
Poor combination on a long pass
loses the ball for W. C. and Zion
works up through the five-man defence. Long shots were repeatedly
tried without success for either team.
Heckendorn tore through on a dribble but missed a difficult shot. Play
became ragged and loose. Mike revived the spirits with a pretty shot.
On the next toss, Geil the opposing
centre evened the count. Heckendorn was playing a nice game on
the forward line but combination
was lacking, Holtzman scored a
nice rebound shot for Zion and the
half closed with a score of 4 to 2
for Zion.
Second Half
Baetz and Orth replaced Haas and
Heckendorn. Play commenced with
neither team showing deliberate
passing or shooting. G. Hagey and
Stoskopf decided to show some real
combination and smashed the Breithaupt defence to make the count
four-all. This led to a little better brand of basketball and G. Hagey
repeatedly worked himself under

HOUSE LEAGUE BASKETBALL
Basketball One Of The Prominent
Mid-Winter Activities Of The
Students
One of the most interesting of
our mid-winter activities at the College is the House basketball league.
This year we have six teams entered
each with a lineup of seven men.
After much deliberation and many
moments of inspiration, the following
names have been decided upon:
Team Name
Captain
Bromos
Seltzer
Haas
Bunnies
Goo-Goos
Goos
Clinkers
Klinck
Rainers
Reiner
Schaus
Periwinkles
The games start on February 14th
and continue until March 25th. Three
games are played each week, Monday, Wednesday; and Friday at 5
p.m. As there is no shield or cup
for this league the basketball manager is offering a banquet to the
winning team.
As we know that
Tiny always provides a real time
at his parties the winnjing team

5
DRIBBLES
The freshman basketball team
sunk the hopes of the ambitious
third formers' by a multitude of
well aimed shots on the gym floor
last week. The final score was
somewhere in the vicinity, of 27 to 9
for the class '30.

In this issue is published a schedule of the house league.
Cut it
out for future reference.
Much
benefit can be derived from this organization both in the way; of developing new material and also in
giving to some of our mouldy book
worms some much needed exercise.
It is the prayer of the athletic committee that both spectators and
players will remember
that the
meagre salary of the referees hardly
allows foi undue hospital expenses.
They say when
comes,
then spring is not far behind. Will
there be an athletic meet this spring?

There will be an indoor meet in the
near future with the V, St. Jerome's
and the Collegiate and if track and
field men wist to come out on top
they should commence! training. Before we can hope to send men to
Western to compete we must first
show our worth in the city championships.
Barclay who
was senior
Champion last fall won the broad
jump at the K.-W. V in the Interthe basket only the much valued
national Hexathlon meet. The jump
sphere was not forthcoming. Mike
was nine feet two inches. His neardribbled beautifully down the sideest competitor was Ossie Walli,
line only to make a poor pass. Waformerly of Queen's.
terloo College was beginning to show
the effects of the hard checking and
time out was called. On resumpcan be assured of something worth
tion of play G. Hagey put the Col- playing real basketball for. The
lege out in front again with a dar- teams have been carefully chosen
ing shot from the
sideline. The so as to equalize the strength as
game was now changing from a close
far as possible. We expect the
defensive battle to one of rugby tac- Bromos to fizz all over the others,
tics. Baetz missed a foul shot. the Bunnies to keep them on the
Heckendorn replaced Orth on the jump, the Goo-Goos to make the
forward line. A few poor passes rest cross-eyed, and the Rainers to
from the defence gave Zion shots cloud up and snow all over the
at the basket but their shooting was rest. The Periwinkles also hope to
erratic. The pace was telling on make the Clinkers shovel coal.
both teams but Zion forced their
Schedule
way throught the almost impregnable
defence of die school to score two February 14—Bromos vs. Clinkers.
baskets and put themselves in the February 16—Bunnies vs. Goo-Goos.
vs.
Perilead by two points. Mike shot time February 18—Rainers
winkles.
and time again but was continually
outlucked.
Baetz scored a point February 28 —Bromos vs. Bunnies.
on a foul. Time was becoming scarce March 2—Clinkers vs. Periwinkles.
and thp vhi-,3tle blew with the gold March 4—Goo-Goos vs. Rainers.
March 7—Bromos vs. Goo Goos.
and maroon forcing the play.
March 9—Clinkers vs. Rainers.
Score Waterloo College 7, Zion S. March 11—Bunnies vs. Periwinkles.
March 14—Bromos vs. Rainers.
The lineups;
Zion: defence C. Breithaupt, R. March 16—Clinkers vs. Bunnies.
Breithaupt; centre, Geil; forwards, March 18—Goo-Goos vs. Periwinkles.
March 21—Bromos vs. Periwinkles.
Capling, McCarley, Holtzmann.
Waterloo College: defence, Haas, March 23 —Clinkers vs. Goo-Goos.
Baetz, Bretzlaff; centre, Stoskopf; March 25—Bunnies vs. Rainers.
defence G. Hagey, Heckendorn,
The first and second teams will
play off on March 28-30 for the
Orth.
championship.
Referee —D. Roberts.
j
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WHO'S WHO AT WATERLOO WHY PROFESSORS GET GRAY
Biographical

Sketch Of Rev. C. H.
Little, B.A., D.D.
The Rev. Carroll Herman Little,
8.A., S.T.M., D.D., Professor of Dogmatics and New Testament Exegesis
in Waterloo Seminary and Lecturer
in Religious Knowledge in Waterloo
College, is a native of North Carolina. He is a son of the Rev.
Marcus Lafayette and Candance A.
Little. He received his early education in the schools of his native
state. In the year 1889 he graduated from Gaston College with the
He continued his
degree of B.A.
liberal art studies at Roanoke College, graduating from that institution with the degree of B. A. in
1893. From 1893 to 1897 he taught
school in the South. In 1897 he
entered upon a course of post-graduate studies at Johns Hopkins University, pursuing work leading to
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
But after a year of this post-graduate work he transferred to Philadelphia Seminary at Mount Airy, Pa.,
to prepare for the Lutheran ministry. He graduated in 1901 and
the same year was ordained in the
Ministerium of Pennsylvania.
From 1901 to 1909 he served th<3
New Germany parish in Nova Scotia;
from 1909 to 1911 he was pastor
of the Lutheran
Church at Mahane Bay, N.S. In 1911 he became
Housefather of the Bethany Orphans'
Home, Bridgewater, N.S., a position
which he occupied until 1914 when
he accepted a call to the St. Lawrence parish in Ontario. In 1917
he was called to the Faculty of the
Evangelical Lutheran Seminary at
Waterloo, Ontario. He was acting
President of that institution from
1918 to 1920; Dean of the Seminary
Faculty from 1920 to 1926 and Bursar
from 1918. During the time that
he has been on the Faculty he has
been active in developing the institution. He was instrumental in
founding Waterloo College and was
a member of the committee that conducted affi'iation negotiations with
the University of Western Ontario.
He is the representative o.f the
Faculty of Waterloo College on tn«
Senate of the University. In spite
of his many activities he has found
time to write a number of authoritative pamphlets and articles.
From 1904 to 1909 Dr. Little was
Secretary of the Nova Scotia Synod

M. WOHANSKI
REFRESHMENT STAND
Ice Cream, Confectionery
and
Tobaccos
Corner Young and King St.
WATERLOO.

You will find these in every class:
The bluffer. The boy in the back
row with a loud, harsh voice and
an empty head. The silent knight
who might have something worth
while to say but who keeps it to
himself—who doesn't know if he's
deserving of an A or an E. The
sweet little co-ed with nothing in
the world to worry about who can
attract the class' attention at any
time and who needs at least a B
in the course. The collegian, with
hard leather heels, who arrives ten
minutes late, hasn't read far in the
text but whose spouting off is sunposed to barrage classroom progress.
There is the bird on the right wing
who take life too serious, is fed
up on the latest radical stuff and
knows only that he is radical. His
colleague on the life so conservative
that he wears his grandfather's shirt
studs. He signed up for the course
just for credit. Then there are th-3
window gazers who watch the campus squirrels part of the time and
sleep the rest. They don't count
unless they snore.
The professors' routine that would
kill an ordinary man is:
He has to live. Besides, he organizes courses of instruction; devises educational, athletic and moral
legislation; conducts clubs and seminars; addresses extension school
classes and women's clubs; attends
twenty-five hours a week committee
and faculty meetings; investigates
educational standards, examines textbooks; supervises student publications; edits catalogues; publishes
atbulletins; plans laboratories;
tends regional, state and national
church or school association meetings; revamps the curriculum, aids
in financial drives; advises students;
disciplines student moral breakers;
reads exam blanks; keeps scholastic records of several hundred students; reports absences; spends two
hours in preparation before each
class; and, after reading his obligation in the college catalogue, attempts to keep in personal touch
with the student.
Yet some wonder why professors
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and he was President of that Synod
from 1912 to 1914. For lour years

he edited the "Nova Scotia Lutheran." He is a member of a number
of committees of the Canada Synod
and is a member of the Commission
of Theological Education, of the
United Lutheran Church. Chicago
Lutheran Seminary conferred the degree of S.T.M. on him in 1925. In
1914 Lenoir College recognized his
achievements and honored him with
the degree of Doctor of Divinity.
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Alumni News

"LAURY
Good news —from the youngest brother in the service. The editor was
delighted to receive a personal and
"newsy" letter from a missionary
in Eastern Ontario—Rev. W. Schutlz
Seminary '26. Some encouraging
facts are contained in it which may
be of interest to all of us.
The brother is in the German district of our Church, serving three
congregations with Rankin as his
post office address. One startling
feature for us to find out is the
fact that he has preached English
twice since in his parish and that
being outside his circuit. The religious week-day education is flourishing there, of this fact few brethren can boast. His work is hard
and at times strenuous. His people
are, however, his encouragement.
The Lutheran Church is firmly planted and being extended with sincere
effort. One outstanding and historic
event was executed during his short
pastorate: that is, his parish at its
annual meeting has decided to become self-supporting after being a
mission parish for many years. Are
such efforts and results not a credit
to the brother and his Alma Mater!
The joyful note of service in the
northeast is best given in his own
words, "I have not been sorry that
I came here." It is with God's help
that such work continues.

LITERARY

The final meeting for the first
semester of the Laury Literary Society was held on February 1. There
being no regular programme, remarks were made by the retiring
executive and the officers for the
coming semester were elected. Dr. N.
Willison was re-elected Honorary
President of the society by acclamation. The other officers for the
second semester are:
President, C. Haas.
Vice President, M. Reiner.
Secretary, C. W('estaway.
Censor, C. Grouse.
Pianist, J. Thielmann.
The work of the Executive during
the last semester was ably carried
on, and it is hoped that the present
Executive will take the same interest in making the next semester
also a success.
"COLLEGIANS"

I

Small service is true service while
it lasts;
Of friends, however humble, scoru
not one;
The daisy, by the shadow that it

casts,
Protects the lingering dewdrop from
the sun.
—Wordsworth
Full many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark unfathom'd caves of ocean

bear;
Full many a flower is born to blush

unseen,
on

the

—Gray

IS YOUR BOOK ROOM

SOCIETY"

At a recent meeting of the Col
legians, the following officers were
elected for the second semester:
Honorary President, Mr. Nickel.
President, L. Janzen.
Vice President, E. Macintosh.
Secretary, M. Reiner.
Treasurer, W. Drager.
The meeting was held entirely for
the election of officers all business
being held over for the busines meeting of February 15. As there are
some very important matters to be
Another one of our Seminary graddiscussed at this meeting, all memuates who has put in a very busy bers are requested to be present.
year is Rev. H. Rembe, Lit. B. S.
GERMAN LITERARY SOCIETY
of Seminary '16. During the past
congregation
at
Zurich
summer his
The first meeting of the German
has completely renovated the church Literary Society for
second semester
and in addition, built a new church was held
on February 10. The proshed. Great enthusiasm charactergramme consisted of: speeches by
ized the building operations which
A. Pauli and W. Nolting, readings
in the main were performed by the
by D. Hoffman, S. Schroeder and
members of the congregation. The
IF. Haak, and a recitation by W.
entire interior of the church was re- I Drager.
The different
numbers
built, newly decorated and equipped showed careful preparation and
j
with new furnishings. The Alma were given in a highly credible manMater and Brother Alumni are proud ner. F. Haak was especially interof Rev. H. Rembe and wish him esting as the poem he had selected
I
continued success in his work.
I was of his own composition. At the

And waste its sweetness
desert air.

The Lutheran Book Room

E. Mclntosh, Reporter.

Rev. F. T. Howald, S.T.M.
New Dundee, Editor

close of the programme Dr. Schorten undertook to teach the students
a
i lively "Studentenlied" which has
been called "Hurrah! Waterloo." In
order to facilitate learning it he
sang a delightful little solo heartily
appreciated by the students.
The officers elected for the second
semester are:
Honorary President, Dr. Schorten.
President, A. Pauli.
Vice President, W. Nolting.
Secretary, W. Drager.
Censor, D. Hoffman.
The members of the new executive took an active part in the programme and if this meeting can
be taken as an indicator the society is assured of success.
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Germania Verein Holds
Continued from Page 1
done by the executive and the members throughout the past semester.
He particularly stressed the fact that
so many members absented themselves from the meetings. He claimed the meetings were certainly worth
while attending and very essential
to those using the German language

Always The Newest And Best

Phone 804

Waterloo Ont.

in whatsoever profession they may
choose.
The officers elected for the coming semester are as followings:
Honoray President, Dr. H. Schorten
President, Walter J. Goos '29.
Vice President, Earle C. Shelley '28
Secretary-Treasurer, Fred Goos '29
Censor, Wilfrid G. Schweitzer '23
The meeting was then closed with
the singing of several favorite German student songs.
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Discords

See Our Range Of New Samples
For Proper Clothes

Student in Public Speaking Class:

February 11, 1927.
Made to Measure
Dear Mr. Editor:
Reasonable Prices
As an admirer of our provincial
premier, or rather of our minister
of education, I write this letter with
the greatest of regrets, but since
he is seriously contemplating the
Head-to-Foot Outfitters for Dad and Lad
changing of the college system of
education, I am forced to give vent
to my feelings and say, Stop! Mr.
Minister of Education and follow a
policy of hands off.
His idea of giving the first two
THE REXAL STORE
years college
course at the local
high schools might sound quite pleasing to many of us Canadians for
it might mean a cheaper education.
But is this all for which education
stands? Is it to be a bed of roses?
No! I still maintain easily acquired,
WATERLOO
easily lost. This is what the system would amount to, a shallow
superficial education in which all
would be book study and no practical application of the theory. Do
we just go to college to cram our
brains with book knowledge, and
then return home and strut around
like a walking encyclopedia? Emphatically no!
A college course
consists of more than just coming to
lectures, it is the associations we
form that are important. Now in
our high schools this would be enThe
tirely lacking. We continue with
the same old gang we started with
way back in form I, and thus we
do not come in contact with other
fellows, men that have other ideas,
yes! even just as good as our own
two by four ideas. Ask any college
graduate and he would say that those
LIMITED
four years spent at college were
years
that
He
met
the
made him.
96 ERB ST. WEST
WATERLOO
others and in comparing notes found
out where he was lacking. It gives
Wholesale
Retail
one' a new and better outlook on
life, we become tempered, as it were,
Delivered to any part of Kitchener without
and are able to see the other felextra charge.
low's point of view in a more favorTelephone Waterloo 103.
able light. There is nothing like
a college course to put a man on
his resources. Although our high
school courses might be good, yet
it is more or less a spoon-fed system, the teachers do the thinking
for the students while in a college
Highest Grade Fresh & Cured Meats, Sausage And Cheese
course the professor casts the pearls
and it is up to the student to use
KITCHENER
PHONE 171
them. A college course is a course
in which the student must do his
own research and investigation. He
Canadian standard of education will
must find out things for himself and man coming into College he has be maintained
lay of the
after all this is what is of the most ample time to get the
Hands Off.
of
course
in the new
land. This
use to us.
system would be impossible. To me
Another unfavorable feature would
this system would greatly lower our
A TIMELY WHISTLE
be that of the student coming to
standard for if we make education
Tiny was seeing his sweetheart off
College in his third year, a year
too cheap, we are going to have on the 6.15. A whistle, supposedly
which is so important, he would have
much waste material. No, let us from the approaching train was
to first become acquainted with
follow a sane policy, let us educate heard and Tiny gallantly gave one
things which take quite a long time
our men to the highest degree and parting kiss to the object of his
and which would be very detri- because
of this hard work it will affections. But no train arrived. In
mental to his standing. As a freshbe a survival of the fittest and the a few minutes the "tootytoot" of
■
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"My friends, if each of us were to
turn and| look ourselves squarely
in the face, what should we find

we needed most?"
Bright Student from rear:
India rubber neck."

"An

She (at a dance) :
"Say, have
you tried the new steps?"
iHagey: "No, are they any softer
than the fire

escape?"

Mr. Stoskopf:
"Son, you have
been keeping late hours."
Mike: "No father, I haven't been
keeping them; I've been spending
them with the sweet woman."
George Roberts:
"John, did you
that girl you just touched
your hat to?"

know

J. Herbert:

"No, but my brother

does, and this is his hat."
G. Orth

(looking at his watch):
"Well, good night dear, I must be
off."
She: "That's what I thought
when 1 first met you."

Small visitor at Waterloo College:
"Mamma, why do they have that
big statue down, in the boiler room."
Mother: "Sh, that's not a statue;
that'? the janitor."
Professor Smythe (in Economics):
"Wfhat effect has the introduction
of the automobile had on modern social conditions?"
Scheifele:
"It has moved the
parlor from the house to the country
sideroad."

W. Schultz: "Say Goos, do you
know why they put roosters on top
of church steeples?"
F. Goos: "No, Why?"
W. Schultz: "Because if it was
a hen, the janitor would have to
crawl up every morning to get the
egg."

A hundred years ago today a wilder-

ness was here,
A man with powder in his gun went
forth to hunt a deer;
But now the times, changed somewhat, are on a different plan,
A dear with powder on her nose,
goes forth to hunt a man.
an engine was again audible and
the above mentioned episode was
repeated.
Finally after hearing a
train whistle six different times and
after bidding each other a fond farewell an equal number of times the
unsuspecting couple noticed
that
the engineer of a shunting engine
was the cause of the misinterpreted
whistle. We wonder if that engineer
was well paid for his innocent services.
Happy is the man whose good intentions have borne fruit in deeds f
and whose evil thoughts have perished in the blossom.—Scott.

